SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Notice of Intention Received 1/28/2016:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
William Anklowitz, of West Windsor.
Robert C. Billmeier, of Pennington.
John R. Tassini, of Brielle.
Gary D. Wodlinger, of Millville.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Gary D. Wodlinger, of Millville.
John R. Tassini, of Brielle.
Robert C. Billmeier, of Pennington.
William Anklowitz, of West Windsor.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:


Bills Introduced:

S896 Beck, J Loc. govts. sch. dist.-legal svc. pymts. REF SCU
S897 Beck, J Conviction cert offenses-forfeit pub off REF SJU
S899 Beck, J Forfeiture of pub. off.-concerns REF SJU
S900 Turner, S Naturally Occurring Retir. Community REF SHH
S901 Connors, C Lyme disease-req. health insur. coverage REF SCM
S902 Connors, C Breann's Law-health benf. for children REF SCM
S903 Connors, C Barnegat Bay Decoy Museum-concerns lds. REF SSG
S904 Connors, C Mun. ordinance viol.-convert to tax lien REF SCU
S905 Connors, C Pub. entity, tort action-punitive damage REF SJU
S906 Connors, C Vulnerable person, exploit finan-offense REF SJU
S907 Connors, C Home improvement contracts-civil actions REF SJU
S908 Connors, C Terrorism-support by org. civil action REF SJU
S909 Rice, R Remediated prop.-exempt from fd. source REF SEN
S910 Gill, N Juv. prostitution, cert.-expunge record REF SJU
S911 Gill, N Health insur. exchange-new fed. req. REF SHH
S912 Gill, N Corp. Disinvestment Prop. Tax Relief Act REF SCU
S913 Codey, R Physician incentive payment-concerns REF SHH
S914 Beck, J Home & Community-Based setting-council REF SHH
S915 Beck, J Physician workforce data-DHSS coordinate REF SHH
S916 Beck, J Child and Family Suicide Prev. Act REF SHH
S917 Beck, J Devel. approval-finan. disclosure stmts. REF SCU
S918 Beck, J Pub. emp. documents-concerns filing REF SCU
S919 Beck, J Statewide Non-Resid Devel Fee Act-repeal REF SCU
S920 Beck, J Homestead prop. tax reimb-limit duration REF SCU
S921 Pennacchio, J Ambulatory care fac.-deduct medicare REF SHH
S922 Pennacchio, J Ambulatory care fac.-gross receipt assess REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S923 O'Toole,K Rule adoption-proh. fed. standards REF SSG
S924 Connors,C Dredging proj.-concerns REF SEN
S925 Connors,C Dredging, cert. waterways-mun assessment REF SEN
S926 Connors,C Dredging acct., special-establish. REF SEN
S927 Connors,C Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns REF SEN
S928 Connors,C Wharves, piers repair-auth. maintenance REF SCU
S929 Connors,C Trapping lic. fee, sr cit resid-discount REF SEN
S930 Connors,C Island Beach St. Park prog-dedicate fees REF SEN
S931 Connors,C Bay scallop harvesting-concerns REF SEN
S932 Connors,C Greenhead flies-reduce population;$50K REF SCU
S933 Connors,C Mun police-revises paid leave of absence REF SCU
S934 Connors,C Vet. prop. tax exemp.-extends REF SCU
S935 Connors,C Sexually oriented bus.-revise law REF SCU
S936 Pennacchio,J Societal benf., charge-concerns REF SEN
S937 Connors,C Disab. vet. real prop., cert.-tax exemp. REF SCU
S938 Connors,C Vet. affordable housing-concerns REF SCU
S939 Connors,C Long Beach Island connector bridge;$150M REF STR
S940 Connors,C Energy asst. grants & loans-prov. REF SEN
S941 Connors,C Heating Oil, Propane Reserves Task Force REF SEN
S942 O'Toole,K Independent auth. emp. info.-concerns REF SSG
S943 Pennacchio,J Reliability, Storm Response Act of 2012 REF SEG
S944 Singer,R Minors gainful emp-elim. emp certificate REF SLA
S945 Singer,R Affordable housing; disab.-concerns REF SCU
S946 Singer,R Clinical laboratory testing advisory bd. REF SHH
S947 Singer,R UZE-changes St. assist. REF SEG
S948 Singer,R Tech. transfer asst. prog.-estab. EDA REF SEG
S949 Singer,R Manuf/prod bus resource ctr-desig entity REF SEG
S950 Pennacchio,J Meadowlands convention ctr-proj-study REF SEG
S951 Pennacchio,J Dependent health benf., cert-resume qual REF SCM
S952 Pennacchio,J Contractors Registration Act-revises REF SCM
S953 Pennacchio,J Med malpractice judgment-homestead exemp REF SCM
S954 Pennacchio,J Return of merchandise-proh asking for ID REF SCM
S955 Pennacchio,J Pub. contractors-concerns benf. REF SLA
S956 Gordon,R Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp REF SSG
S957 Allen,D Birth cert.-concerns active svc. memb. REF SHH
S958 Allen,D Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co-reg. REF SCM
S959 Beck,J Bus Advisory Council-estab. REF SEG
S960 Beck,J Rail Passenger Bill of Rights-estab. REF STR
S961 Beck,J Fuel efficient veh.-exemps., sales tax REF SEN
S962 Beck,J St. auth contract awards-regulation req. REF SSG
S963 Beck,J Combat Action Badge-auth. lic. plate REF STR
S964 Cruz-Perez,N/Madden,F Opioid antidote availability-concerns REF SCM
S965 Turner,S Hist. Property Reinvestment Act REF SSG
S966 Turner,S NJBEST contrib.-income tax deduct. REF SHI
S967 Pennacchio,J Mun or county util auth fees-income elig REF SCU
S968 Pennacchio,J Co comm bd-change to chosen freeholder REF SCU
S969 Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K Child Advocacy Ctr. Multidisciplinary Bd REF SHH
S970 Ruiz,M Early Childhood Innovation Act REF SED
S971 Weinberg,L Human milk banks-prov. for lic. REF SHH
S972 Weinberg,L Med Exam Bd-conduct internat crim check REF SHH
S973 Gordon,R Clinical labs.-reg. rules, qual control REF SHH
S974 Weinberg,L Pub. emp. health care benf coverage-elig REF SSG
S975 Weinberg,L Human milk banks-prov. for lic. REF SHH
S976 Smith,B/Bateman,C,E+1 Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises REF SEN
S977 Lesniak,R/Sarlo,P+1 Unitary bus groups-file combined bus tax REF SBA
S978 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig. REF SHH
S979 Smith,B Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog. REF SEN
S980 Smith,B Bateman,C Clean Veh. Task Force-estab. REF SEN
S981 Smith,B/Bateman,C Clean Veh. Task Force-estab. REF SEN
S982 Beach,J/Smith,B Architectural Paint Stewardship Act REF SEN
S983 Smith,B St Oceanographer-estab. position REF SEN
S984 Smith,B Whelan,J Wind energy proj.-qual.-BPU approval REF SEN
S985 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S Einstein Scholars Prog.-estab. REF SHI
S986 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S HS students-concerns finan. literacy REF SHI
S987 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S HonorScholars Prog.-renames NJSTARS REF SHI
S988 Weinberg,L/Sweeney,S+6 Women-concerns equal pay REF SLA
S989 Vitale,J/Pou,N Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-time limit REF SHH
S990 Barnes,P Uniform Interstate Family Support Act REF SJU
S991 Rice,R Lead Haz Control Assmt Fd;$10M REF SCU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S997 Ruiz,M  Presch. expansion aid;$103M  REF SED
S998 Sarlo,P  Personal income tax's pension-incr.  REF SBA
S999 Pou,N  Investing in You Promise Neighborhood  REF SCU
SCR2 Sweeney,S/Turner,S  Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis  REF SBA
SCR41 Connors,C  Prop. assessment reduction-amend consttit  REF SCU
SCR42 Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M  Article V Convention-applies to Cong.  REF SSG
SCR43 Connors,C  Beach easements-concerns acquisition  REF SEN
SCR44 Connors,C  Flood insur., fed.-Pres. incr. subsidies  REF SCM
SCR45 Pou,N  Garfield Ground Water site-cleanup  REF SEN
SCR46 Singer,R  Mil. disab income-concerns prop tax elig  REF SCU
SCR47 Gordon,R/Vitale,J  Suppl. Nutrition Assist Prog-time limits  REF SHH
SCR48 Rice,R  Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity  REF SLA
SJR16 Gill,N  Affordable Housing Awareness Mo.-Sept.  REF SCU
SJR17 Beck,J  Dysomnia Awareness Mo-desig June each yr  REF SHH
SJR18 Singer,R  Skin Cancer Detection Prev Mo.-desig May  REF SHH
SJR19 Singer,R  Opioid Antidote Admin. Comm.-temp.  REF SHH
SJR20 Connors,C  Chiari Malformation-Syringomyelia Mo.  REF SHH
SJR21 Lesniak,R  Individuals w/Disab Ed Act-amend  REF SED
SR17 Pou,N/O'Toole,K  Open-air reservior-concern updated rules  REF SEN
SR18 Turner,S  Merchants, out-of-St.-concerns sales tax  REF SBA

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

S886 Sca (1R)  Bucco,A.R./Sweeney,S+12  Sch. security-estab class three officers  REP/SCA
S92 Whelan,J  Overseas Resid Absentee Voting-revise  REP
S96 Whelan,J/Allen,D  Gubernatorial election campaigns-finan.  REP
S122 Pennacchio,J/Codey,R  Flood Prot. & Home Elevation Fd.  REP
S172 Sca (1R)  Bateman,C/Smith,B+1  Firearm possession-concerns  REP/SCA
S180 Sca (1R)  Bateman,C/Weinberg,L  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revise  REP/SCA
S218 Sca (1R)  Holzapfel,J+3  Firearm w/in access to minor-incr. penal  REP/SCA
S299 Vitale,J/Madden,F  Homestead prop tax repay-contest notice  REP
S342 Sca (SCS)  Kean,T/Beck,J+3  Loc. officials-trans. to St. Ethics Comm  REP/SCS
S359 Codey,R/Vitale,J+1  Tobacco products-raises min. age  REP
S383 Sca (1R)  Barnes,P/Stack,B+1  Prison physicians-acquire cert. training  REP/SCA
S384 Sca (1R)  Barnes,P  Inmates, prescription meds-fac. prov.  REP/SCA
S650 Turner,S/Vitale,J+6  Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually  REP
S708 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act  REP
S765 Sca (1R)  Smith,B/Bateman,C  Barnegat Bay-adopt total max daily loads  REP/SCA
S766 Smith,B/Greenstein,L+1  Office of Clean Energy-creates  REP
S769 Smith,B/Greenstein,L+1  St House Complex-env sustainability plan  REP
S790 Sarlo,P  Correction officers-req. police training  REP
S816 Weinberg,L/Codey,R+1  Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers  REP
S889 Sca (1R)  Sweeney,S/Gordon,R+6  New Jobs for NJ Act  REP/SCA
S969 Smith,B/Bateman,C  Preserv. NJ Act  REP
S974 Weinberg,L  Human milk banks-prov. for lic.  REP
S975 Weinberg,L  Med Exam Bd-conduct internat crim check  REP
S976 Gordon,R  Clinical labs.-reg. rules, qual control  REP
S979 Lesniak,R+1  Animals threatened w/extinction-concerns  REP
S978 Lesniak,R+1  Animal parts/products-proh. transp.  REP
S979 Weinberg,L  Pub. emp. health care benf coverage-elg  REP
S981 Smith,B/Bateman,C+1  Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revise  REP
S983 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J  Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig.  REP
S984 Smith,B  Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog.  REP
S985 Smith,B/Bateman,C  Clean Veh. Task Force-estab.  REP
S986 Beach,J/Smith,B  Architectural Paint Stewardship Act  REP
S987 Smith,B  St Oceanographer-estab. position  REP
S988 Smith,B/Whelan,J  Wind energy proj., qual.-BPU approval  REP
S992 Weinberg,L/Sweeney,S+6  Women-concerns equal pay  REP
S993 Vitale,J/Pou,N  Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-time limit  REP
SCR1 Sca (1R)  Sarlo,P/Sweeney,S+2  Casino operations:certains co.-auth Leg  REP/SCA
SCR38 Cruz-Perez,N/Pou,N  Puerto Rico Chapter 9 Uniformity Act  REP
SCR47 Gordon,R/Vitale,J  Suppl. Nutrition Assist Prog-time limits  REP
SJR11 Whelan,J/Oroho,S+1  Elections Tech. Study-13 memb task force  REP
SJR13 Madden,F  NJ Careers in Util. Wk.-desig 3rd wk Oct  REP
Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S87 Whelan,J  Disab. vets-exempt mun parking meter fees  FROM SCU
S88 Whelan,J  Mainland Memoriam Act-graduated driv lic  FROM STR
S100 Whelan,J/Madden,F+1  Epinephrine Access, Emerg. Treatment Act  FROM SHH
S168 Bateman,C/Bucco,A.R.+8  Black Swallowtail butterfly-St butterfly  FROM SSG
S174 Bateman,C/Barnes,P  Uniform Trust Code  FROM SJU
S297 Vitale,J  Veterinary fac, nonprofit-limits svcs.  FROM SCM
S374 Codey,R/Rice,R+11  Homemaker-home health aides-concerns  FROM SHH
S376 Codey,R/Greenstein,L+1  Nicotine, liquid-concerns containers  FROM SHH
S378 Codey,R/Rice,R+11  Homemaker-home health aides-concerns  FROM SHH
S551 O'Toole,K/Sweeney,S  Student w/disab.-physical restraing req.  FROM SED

Co-Sponsors Added:

S86 Sca (1R)  (Kyrillos,J)  Sch. security-estab class three officers
S156 (Holzapfel,J)  Flakka-criminalizes possession or sale
S342 Scs (SCS)  (Thompson,S)  Loc. officials-trans. to St. Ethics Comm
S546 (Bateman,C)  Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
S766 (Bateman,C)  Office of Clean Energy-creates
S769 (Bateman,C)  St House Complex-env sustainability plan
S981 (Addiego,D)  Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises
S986 (Bateman,C)  Architectural Paint Stewardship Act
S993 (Madden,F; Whelan,J)  Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-time limit

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S299 (Madden,F)  Homestead prop tax repay.-contest notice
S765 Sca (1R)  (Bateman,C)  Barnegat Bay-adopt total max daily loads
S969 (Bateman,C)  Preserv. NJ Act
SCR42 (Doherty,M)  Article V Convention-applies to Cong.

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

S972 (Ruiz,M)  Child Advocacy Ctr. Multidisciplinary Bd
S992 (Cunningham,S)  Women-concerns equal pay
S993 (Gordon,R)  Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-time limit
SCR2 (Greenstein,L)  Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis
SCR47 (Whelan,J)  Suppl. Nutrition Assist Prog-time limits

The Senate President has made the following appointment:

*Effective February 4, 2016

iPHD Project Governing Board:

Natassia Rozario, of Hamilton.

The Senate President has made the following reappointments:

*Effective January 28, 2016

Council on Local Mandates:

Jack Tarditi, of Haddonfield.
The Senate President has made the following reappointments: (cont’d)

*Effective February 4, 2016

Joint Committee on the Public Schools:

Senator Ronald L. Rice (28).
Senator James Beach (6).
Senator Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5).
Senator Diane B. Allen (7).
Senator Christopher “Kip” Bateman (16).
Senator Samuel D. Thompson (12).

The Senate Minority Leader has made the following appointment:

*Effective January 21, 2016

Task Force on Campus Sexual Assault:

Dr. Corlisse Thomas, of South Orange.

The Senate Minority Leader has made the following reappointment:

*Effective January 20, 2016

Council on Local Mandates:

Victor McDonald, of Mercerville.

Note to the 1/11/2016 Digest:

**Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:**

A4343 (Ruiz,M) Police, co./mun.-estab. training course

Note to the 1/12/2016 Digest:

**Bills Introduced:**

S579 Doherty,M+3 Handgun permit-revises procedures  REF SLP *NOT* SSG

Democratic Leadership:

Senator Stephen M. Sweeney (3), Senate President
Senator Loretta Weinberg (37), Majority Leader
Senator Nia H. Gill (34), Senate President Pro Tempore
Senator Paul A. Sarlo (36), Deputy Majority Leader
Senator James Beach (6), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator Linda R. Greenstein (14), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator M. Teresa Ruiz (29), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator Robert M. Gordon (38), Majority Conference Leader
Senator Sandra B. Cunningham (31), Majority Whip
Republican Leadership:

Senator Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21), Republican Leader
Senator Diane B. Allen (7), Deputy Republican Leader
Senator Robert W. Singer (30), Republican Conference Leader
Senator Jennifer Beck (11), Republican Deputy Conference Leader
Senator Kevin J. O’Toole (40), Republican Whip
Senator Joseph Pennacchio (26), Assistant Republican Leader
Senator Anthony R. Bucco (25), Republican Budget Officer

Secretary of the Senate:

Jennifer A. McQuaid

The following are the 2016/2017 Senate Standing Reference Committees:

Budget and Appropriations (SBA)
Commerce (SCM)
Community and Urban Affairs (SCU)
Economic Growth (SEG)
Education (SED)
Environment and Energy (SEN)
Health, Human Services and Senior Citizens (SHH)
Higher Education (SHI)
Judiciary (SJU)
Labor (SLA)
Law and Public Safety (SLP)
Military and Veterans’ Affairs (SMV)
State Government, Wagering, Tourism and Historic Preservation (SSG)
Transportation (STR)

GROUP 1

Community and Urban Affairs (SCU)

Jeff Van Drew (1) Chair
Ronald L. Rice (28) Vice-Chair
Brian P. Stack (33)
Jennifer Beck (11)
Christopher J. Connors (9)

Environment and Energy (SEN)

Bob Smith (17) Chair
Linda R. Greenstein (14) Vice-Chair
Richard J. Codey (27)
Christopher “Kip” Bateman (16)
Samuel D. Thompson (12)
The following are the 2016/2017 Senate Standing Reference Committees: (cont’d)

Labor (SLA)

Fred H. Madden, Jr. (4) Chair
Joseph F. Vitale (19) Vice-Chair
Sandra B. Cunningham (31)
Dawn Marie Addiego (8)
Anthony R. Bucco (25)

Transportation (STR)

Nicholas J. Sacco (32) Chair
Robert M. Gordon (38) Vice-Chair
Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5)
James W. Holzapfel (10)
Joseph Pennacchio (26)

GROUP 2

Budget and Appropriations (SBA)

Paul A. Sarlo (36) Chair
Brian P. Stack (33) Vice-Chair
Peter J. Barnes, III (18)
Sandra B. Cunningham (31)
Linda R. Greenstein (14)
Nellie Pou (35)
M.Teresa Ruiz (29)
Jeff Van Drew (1)
Jennifer Beck (11)
Anthony R. Bucco (25)
Kevin J. O’Toole (40)
Steven V. Oroho (24)
Samuel D. Thompson (12)

Commerce (SCM)

Nia H. Gill (34) Chair
Raymond J. Lesniak (20) Vice-Chair
James Beach (6)
Nicholas P. Scutari (22)
Gerald Cardinale (39)
Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21)
The following are the 2016/2017 Senate Standing Reference Committees: (cont’d)

Health, Human Services and Senior Citizens (SHH)

Joseph F. Vitale (19) Chair  
Fred H. Madden, Jr. (4) Vice-Chair  
Richard J. Codey (27)  
Robert M. Gordon (38)  
Ronald L. Rice (28)  
Jim Whelan (2)  
Diane B. Allen (7)  
Dawn Marie Addiego (8)  
Robert W. Singer (30)

GROUP 3

Economic Growth (SEG)

Raymond J. Lesniak (20) Chair  
Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5) Vice-Chair  
Jim Whelan (2)  
Joseph M. Kyrillos, Jr. (13)  
Steven V. Oroho (24)

Education (SED)

M.Teresa Ruiz (29) Chair  
Shirley K. Turner (15) Vice-Chair  
James Beach (6)  
Diane B. Allen (7)  
Michael J. Doherty (23)

Higher Education (SHI)

Sandra B. Cunningham (31) Chair  
Nellie Pou (35) Vice-Chair  
Paul A. Sarlo (36)  
Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21)  
Robert W. Singer (30)

Law and Public Safety (SLP)

Linda R. Greenstein (14) Chair  
Peter J. Barnes, III (18) Vice-Chair  
Nicholas J. Sacco (32)  
Christopher “Kip” Bateman (16)  
James W. Holzapfel (10)
The following are the 2016/2017 Senate Standing Reference Committees: (cont’d)

GROUP 4

Judiciary (SJU)

Nicholas P. Scutari (22) Chair
Nia H. Gill (34) Vice-Chair
Raymond J. Lesniak (20)
Nellie Pou (35)
Paul A. Sarlo (36)
Bob Smith (17)
Brian P. Stack (33)
Loretta Weinberg (37)
Christopher “Kip” Bateman (16)
Gerald Cardinale (39)
Michael J. Doherty (23)
Joseph M. Kyrillos, Jr. (13)
Kevin J. O’Toole (40)

Military and Veterans’ Affairs (SMV)

James Beach (6) Chair
Jeff Van Drew (1) Vice-Chair
Nilsa Cruz-Perez (5)
Diane B. Allen (7)
Christopher J. Connors (9)

State Government, Wagering, Tourism & Historic Preservation (SSG)

Jim Whelan (2) Chair
Shirley K. Turner (15) Vice-Chair
Peter J. Barnes, III (18)
Steven V. Oroho (24)
Samuel D. Thompson (12)

Standing Administrative Committee:

Senate Legislative Oversight (SLO)

Robert M. Gordon (38) Chair
Loretta Weinberg (37) Vice-Chair
M.Teresa Ruiz (29)
Paul A. Sarlo (36)
Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21)
Joseph M. Kyrillos, Jr. (13)

The Senate adjourned at 7:30 P.M. to meet again on Monday, February 8, 2016 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “3” and “4” scheduled to meet).
ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A2261 Vainieri Huttle,V Revised St. Med. Examiner Act REF AHE
A2262 Vainieri Huttle,V Hosp Maternity Care-devel. report card REF AWC
A2263 Vainieri Huttle,V Hepatitis B-consider priority REF AHE
A2264 Vainieri Huttle,V Mazzuoco,V Drug overdose-concerns first responder REF AHE
A2265 Vainieri Huttle,V Cybersecurity Comm.-creates;$50K REF AHS
A2266 Vainieri Huttle,V Devel disb-prov oversight DHS contracts REF AHU
A2267 Vainieri Huttle,V Devel disb-forms req other than English REF AHU
A2268 Vainieri Huttle,V Pol campaign off-proh two committees REF AJU
A2269 Vainieri Huttle,V Nursing homes-behavioral health training REF AHU
A2270 Vainieri Huttle,V Devel. disb person-change case manager REF AHU
A2271 Vainieri Huttle,V Sexual assault; higher ed instil-concern REF AHU
A2272 Vainieri Huttle,V Special ed. prog.-concerns provision REF AED
A2273 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Higher ed. instit.-Auditor finan. report REF AHI
A2274 Vainieri Huttle,V Virtual charter sch.-estab. max. pymt REF AED
A2275 Vainieri Huttle,V Charter sch, new-estab. 3 yr. moratorium REF AED
A2276 Vainieri Huttle,V Finan. literacy course-Higer ed. course REF AHU
A2277 Vainieri Huttle,V Red light camera pilot prog.-guidance REF ATR
A2278 Vainieri Huttle,V Red light cameras-proh distrib of images REF ATR
A2279 Vainieri Huttle,V Internet software-concerns St. contracts REF ASL
A2280 Vainieri Huttle,V St. council on the Arts-concerns memb. REF ATG
A2281 Vainieri Huttle,V Smart Container Act REF AEN
A2282 Vainieri Huttle,V Beachfront prop.-concerns easements REF AEN
A2283 Vainieri Huttle,V Petroleum by rail-impose tax REF AEN
A2284 Vainieri Huttle,V Health Care Patient Ombudperson-estab. REF AFI
A2285 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol. court pilot prog.-creates REF AJU
A2286 Vainieri Huttle,V Pretrial intervention-bars cert. persons REF AJU
A2287 Vainieri Huttle,V Sexual Assault Victim's Bill of Rights REF AJU
A2288 Vainieri Huttle,V Jury duty-exmp. nursing mothers REF AJU
A2289 Vainieri Huttle,V Adult day health svc's fac-concerns REF AHU
A2290 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 HS student-estab community svc cred prog REF AED
A2291 Vainieri Huttle,V Charter sch.-estab.-application fee req. REF AED
A2292 Vainieri Huttle,V Subst. abuse instr. sch students-req. REF AED
A2293 Vainieri Huttle,V Police officer, Human Svcs-stun gun study REF AHU
A2294 Vainieri Huttle,V Breastfeeding-expand civil right prot. REF ALA
A2295 Vainieri Huttle,V Health insur.-cert.-concerns REF AFI
A2296 Vainieri Huttle,V Contraceptives-pharmacist prescribe REF AFI
A2297 Vainieri Huttle,V Contraceptives-req. insur cover, 12 mths REF AFI
A2298 Vainieri Huttle,V Behavioral health svc's-prov. treatment REF AFI
A2299 Vainieri Huttle,V Healthy Workplace Act REF AFA
A2300 Vainieri Huttle,V Pub. svc priv contracts-estab procedures REF AFA
A2301 Vainieri Huttle,V Devel disb-moratorium on resid transfer REF AHE
A2302 Vainieri Huttle,V Devel. center-concerns REF AHU
A2303 Vainieri Huttle,V Mental Health Advocacy Div-transfer, DHS REF AHU
A2304 Vainieri Huttle,V Minor-concerns protective order REF AJU
A2305 Vainieri Huttle,V Lead poisoning-retailers post warnings REF ACO
A2306 Vainieri Huttle,V Upskirting-expands crime REF AJU
A2307 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol-concerns restraining order REF AJU
A2308 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol.-include restraining order REF AJU
A2309 Vainieri Huttle,V Abandoned child support pymnts.-concerns REF AHU
A2310 Vainieri Huttle,V Domestic viol offenders-elec. monitoring REF AWC
A2311 Jones,P Will-not valid unless signed by testator REF AJU
A2312 Vainieri Huttle,V Personal audio players-contain warning REF ACO
A2313 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Eating disorders-St. health insur. cover REF AFI
A2314 Vainieri Huttle,V Victim of sexual assault-concerns rights REF ATR
A2315 Vainieri Huttle,V Parking garages-emerg. veh. accessible REF AHS
A2317 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Become A Nurse-estab. lic. plates REF ATR
A2318 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Disab. person's resid.-concerns parking REF AHU
A2319 Vainieri Huttle,V Juv's right to representation-clarify REF ALP
A2320 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Tobacco products-raises min. age REF AHE
A2321 Vainieri Huttle,V Elective pub. off.-proh. dual holding REF AJU
A2322 Vainieri Huttle,V Leah's Law-case worker safety REF AHU
A2323 Vainieri Huttle,V Prisoners during childbirth-no restraint REF AWC
A2324 Vainieri Huttle,V We Support the Arts-auth lic. plate REF ATG
A2325 Vainieri Huttle,V Hoverboards-clarifies REF ALP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2326 Vainieri Huttle, V Cheerleading-desig interscholastic sport REF AED
A2327 Vainieri Huttle, V/Muoio, E Health benf., tiered-place moratorium REF ARO
A2328 Vainieri Huttle, V/Muoio, E Health insur. carriers-comply w/req. REF ARO
A2329 Vainieri Huttle, V/Wisniewski, J Health benf. plans-estab. tiered network REF ARO
A2330 Vainieri Huttle, V Virtual instruction-permits use REF AED
A2331 Benson, D Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover REF AFI
A2332 Benson, D Clinical labs.-reg. rules, qual control REF AHE
A2333 Benson, D Copper-based landline svc.-moratorium REF ATU
A2334 Benson, D Overdose prev.-concerns opioid antidotes REF AHE
A2335 Benson, D+1 Mental Health Court Pilot Prog.-estab. REF AJU
A2336 Benson, D Optometrists, vision care plans-concerns REF AFI
A2337 Benson, D Prescription drugs-health benf. coverage REF AFI
A2338 Benson, D Dogs and Cats-proh. sight-unseen sale REF AAN
A2339 Benson, D+1 Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred REF AEN
A2340 Vainieri Huttle, V/Muoio, E Students in St. sch. divr ed-St. veh. use REF AJU
A2341 Benson, D+1 Sex offenders-registration req. REF ALP
A2342 Benson, D Pub. records-redact cert. personal info. REF AJU
A2343 Benson, D Good Samaritans-not req to pay ambulance REF AHS
A2344 Benson, D+1 Megan's law-notify community REF AJP
A2345 Benson, D Govt contracts-bars cert. people REF ASL
A2346 Benson, D+1 Homestead prop tax repay.-contest notice REF AHO
A2347 Benson, D/Mukherji, R Corrections officers injured-comp. prog. REF ALP
A2348 Benson, D Identity theft-concerns REF AJU
A2349 Vainieri Huttle, V PANYNJ bridge-tolls not exceed operation REF ATR
A2350 Vainieri Huttle, V+1 Devel disab-electronic health record sys REF AHO
A2351 Vainieri Huttle, V Sexual assault higher ed insttl-concerns REF AHI
A2352 Vainieri Huttle, V Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat REF AED
A2353 Vainieri Huttle, V Steroid use among students-deter REF AED
A2354 Vainieri Huttle, V Tuition, fees pub institutions-concerns REF AHI
A2355 Vainieri Huttle, V In-mun. tuition rates-estab. REF AHI
A2356 Vainieri Huttle, V Home-schoold children-med. exam req. REF AED
A2357 Vainieri Huttle, V St. songs-desig. four REF ASL
A2358 Vainieri Huttle, V Monk parakeet-concerns REF AAN
A2359 Vainieri Huttle, V Societal benf charge fds-concerns alloc. REF ATU
A2360 Vainieri Huttle, V+1 RR bridge inspection records-concerns REF ATR
A2361 Vainieri Huttle, V/Benson, D Disab.-proh. snowplow block access REF AHE
A2362 Vainieri Huttle, V Devel. Disab. Awareness lic plate-estab. REF ATR
A2363 Vainieri Huttle, V Snow removal by NJT-concerns REF ATR
A2364 Vainieri Huttle, V PANYNJ prop.-pymts. in lieu of taxation REF ATR
A2365 Vainieri Huttle, V St House grounds-create gallery space REF ASL
A2366 Vainieri Huttle, V Animal sale, care, training-estab. REF AAN
A2367 Vainieri Huttle, V/Benson, D Shyanne's Law-mental health eval. REF AAN
A2368 Vainieri Huttle, V Smoking, pub. places-estab. civil penal. REF ASL
A2369 Vainieri Huttle, V Contraception, emerg.-pharmacies stock REF AWC
A2370 Lamppit, P Carbon monoxide detectors-req. in sch. REF AED
A2371 Lamppit, P Baby-changing station-install, restrooms REF AWC
A2372 DiMaio, J/Conaway, H St. songs; desig. five REF ASL
A2373 Vainieri Huttle, V/McKeon, J Uniform Interstate Family Support Act REF AJU
A2374 McKeon, J/Prieto, V+1 St wide gun buyback program-estab. REF AJU
A2375 Vainieri Huttle, V/McKeon, J Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-refrevises REF AEN
A2376 Vainieri Huttle, V/Muoio, E Name change-criminal background ck. req. REF AJU
A2377 McKeon, J Judges, cert.-incr. mand. retir. age REF AJU
A2378 McKeon, J Superior Court Judge-incr mand retir age REF AJU
A2379 McKeon, J MV offenses, sch. zone-court appearance REF AEP
A2380 McKeon, J Co-prosecutors' office-AG representation REF AJU
A2381 McKeon, J Drones-FAA safety guidelines REF AHS
A2382 McKeon, J Income tax deficiency-suspend driv. lic. REF AEP
A2383 McKeon, J Drones-contain geo-fencing tech. REF AHS
A2384 McKeon, J Anabolic steroids, police/ff use-report REF AHS
A2385 McKeon, J Alco. bev. lic.-mun. issue cert. surplus REF ARO
A2386 McKeon, J Sch. buses-install video cameras REF AEP
A2387 McKeon, J Suspended lic.-req. driv. safety classes REF ATR
A2388 McGeekin, G Driv. w/out lic.-enhance penalties REF AEP
A2389 McKeon, J Witnesses of Crime Prot. Prog. Fd-create REF AEP
A2390 McKeon, J Gun viol. restraining orders-auth. REF AEP
A2391 McKeon, J Low-speed veh.-raises allowable speed REF ATR
A2392 McKeon, J Home svc. enterprises-crim. hist. check REF ACO
A2393 McKeon, J Corp. bus tax cred-purch natural gas veh REF AEN
A2394 McKeon, J Pub-priv alt. fueling station-DOT study REF AEN
A2395 McKeon, J Island Beach St. Park prog-dedicate fees REF AAN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2396 McKeon,J+1 Plastic grocery bags-decrease use REF AEN
A2397 McKeon,J+1 Corp bus tax credits-purch fuel cell veh REF AEN
A2398 McKeon,J+1 Pub-priv program-estab level 3 station REF AEN
A2399 McKeon,J+1 Renewable Energy, Veh. Task Force REF AEN
A2400 McKeon,J Drought interconnection sys.-develop REF AEN
A2401 McKeon,J+1 Energy efficiency prog.-expands REF ATU
A2402 McKeon,J Stormwater Mgmt. Abatement Bond Act REF AEN
A2403 McKeon,J+1 Loc env responsible bus-purch preference REF ASL
A2404 McKeon,J Barnegat Bay-adopt total max daily loads REF AEN
A2405 McKeon,J Sewer overflow-estab. notification req. REF AEN
A2406 McKeon,J Forest harvest prog-estab St.-owned land REF AAN
A2407 McKeon,J Barnegat Bay-adopt total max daily loads REF AEN
A2408 McKeon,J Land acquisition-St. use eminent domain REF AAN
A2409 McKeon,J Stormwater runoff control-auth. measures REF AEN
A2410 McKeon,J Hudson Riv. Palisades-proh. cert. devel. REF AEN
A2411 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Natural gas/oil drilling-proh. permits REF AEN
A2412 McKeon,J+1 Solar arrays-install, preserv open space REF AEN
A2413 McKeon,J Mun. court security plan-implement REF AJU
A2414 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp. REF AHE
A2415 McKeon,J Fire hydrants-concerns identification. REF ASL
A2416 Eustace,T Expands One-Cal Damage Prev. Sys. REF AEN
A2417 Eustace,T Food waste recycling-concerns REF AEN
A2418 Eustace,T Child care ctr.-req. tuberculosis test REF AWC
A2419 Eustace,T Alco bev; airport prop-concerns sale REF ARO
A2420 McGuckin,G Rescue operation-court impose cost REF ALP
A2421 McGuckin,G FY2016 budget-transfer aid to TPAF REF AED
A2422 McGuckin,G/Wolfe,D Natural High Drug Prevention Program. REF AED
A2423 McGuckin,G Jurisdiction of cert. crimes-concerns REF AJU
A2424 McGuckin,G Stalking-expand statute REF AJU
A2425 McGuckin,G/Frelinghuysen,R Fentanyl-unlawful use-incr. penalties REF AJU
A2426 McGuckin,G/Wolfe,D Tethering dogs-reg. REF AAN
A2427 McGuckin,G Animal restraint-estab. offense REF AAN
A2428 McGuckin,G Beaches, St.-owned-proh. smoking REF AEN
A2429 McGuckin,G Prop transfer fees, cert-terminates REF AHO
A2430 McGuckin,G Substance abuse treatment-concerns info. REF AHE
A2431 McGuckin,G Hotels-estab. database of occupants REF AHS
A2432 McGuckin,G Condo subdivision approval-concerns REF AHO
A2433 McGuckin,G Paid sick leave-concerns REF ALA
A2434 McGuckin,G Builder's remedy lawsuits-estab. defense REF AHO
A2435 Wisniewski,J PANYNJ-reforms REF ATR
A2436 Wisniewski,J Leg. investigations-clarifies law REF ASL
A2437 Wisniewski,J Gov.-cert. ethical standards apply REF AJU
A2438 Wisniewski,J Voter regis.-concerns polling place REF AJU
A2439 Wisniewski,J Move over law-erect signs REF ATR
A2440 Wisniewski,J Ancient Order of Hibernians-lic. plate REF ATR
A2441 Eustace,T Unclaimed Property Admin-verify gov debt REF ARO
A2442 Eustace,T Capture, Control & Conserve Prog.-estab. REF AEN
A2443 Eustace,T Firearm possession-concerns REF ALP
A2444 Eustace,T NJMCDirect-parking ticket pymt. sys. REF AJU
A2445 Eustace,T Office of Clean Energy-creates REF ATU
A2446 Eustace,T Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog. REF ATU
A2447 Eustace,T Animals threatened w/Extinction-concerns REF AEN
A2448 Eustace,T Milkweed for Monarchs prog.-estab. REF AEN
A2449 Eustace,T Adopt a Monarch Butterfly Waystation REF AEN
A2450 Benson,D/DeMarchi,D Purch.of Wild flowers prog.-expand Reply ACO
A2451 Burzichelli,J Aid in Dying-Terminally Ill Act. REF AHE
A2452 Burzichelli,J Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants REF ARO
A2453 Burzichelli,J Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads REF ARO
A2454 Burzichelli,J Pet trusts-clarifies provisions REF AAN
A2455 Burzichelli,J Claudia's Law-concerns chest x-rays REF AHE
A2456 Burzichelli,J Ambulatory care fac.-reduce assess. REF AHE
A2457 Burzichelli,J Organ donations-gross income tax deduct. REF AHE
A2458 Burzichelli,J Deer hunting w/firearm-auth. priv. prop. REF AAN
A2459 Burzichelli,J Farmers-concerns cert. viol. REF AAN
A2460 Burzichelli,J Snapping turtles-estab cert trapping req. REF AAN
A2461 Eustace,T Econ. devel. incentives-reviews REF ACE
A2462 Mazzeo,V/Johnson,G Mort. foreclosure-extend post-mil. prot. REF AMV
A2463 Eustace,T Haz materials trans by rail-cleanup plan REF ATR
A2464 Eustace,T St. park passport-estab. REF ATG
A2465 Eustace,T Office of Sustainability-creates REF AEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2466 Phoebus,G Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Mo.-Nov.  REF AHE
A2467 Phoebus,G Firearm display, lic. dealers-clarify  REF ALP
A2468 Phoebus,G Contractors, cert-verify emp. work auth.  REF ALA
A2469 Peterson,E/DeMaio,J Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess  REF AED
A2470 Spencer,L Equitable Permit Extension Act of 2014  REF AHO
A2471 McKeon,J Money Transmitters Act-revises  REF ACO
A2472 McKeon,J Health Claims Auth/Pymt Act-expand scope  REF AFI
A2473 McKeon,J Consumer Litigation Funding Act  REF ARP
A2474 McKeon,J Greystone Park Psych Hospital-wages  REF ALA
A2475 McKeon,J Electronic fd transfer-disclose info  REF AFI
A2476 McKeon,J Olive oil-reg. sale  REF ACO
A2477 McKeon,J Drama therapists Lic. Act  REF ARP
A2478 McKeon,J Internet pharmacies-reg.  REF ARP
A2479 McKeon,J Homeowners Equity Prot. Act  REF AHO
A2480 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Contraceptives-pharmacists prov. cert.  REF AHE
A2481 Lampitt,P Student w/concussion-concerns evaluation  REF AED
A2482 Lampitt,P Medical marijuana use-estab. emp. prot.  REF AHE
A2483 Lampitt,P Psych.-practice w/o lic., crime  REF AHE
A2484 Lampitt,P Teachers-concerns loan redemption prog.  REF AHI
A2485 Lampitt,P Textbooks, higher ed. inst.-cert.  REF AHI
A2486 Lampitt,P Child support judgment-satisfaction  REF AJU
A2487 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Sex off. residence-mun. reg.  REF AJU
A2488 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Small bus., expand svcvs.  REF AHU
A2489 Lampitt,P Implant ed. device-driv. lic notification  REF ATR
A2490 Lampitt,P Local unit sharing of svcvs.-encourage  REF ASL
A2491 Lampitt,P Solar photovoltaic panels-concerns  REF ATR
A2492 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Small bus., life science-grant prog.  REF ACE
A2493 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Youth serving org. emp.-background check  REF ALP
A2494 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Small bus., life science-grant prog.  REF ACE
A2495 Lampitt,P MV lease term.-allows, event of death  REF ACO
A2496 Lampitt,P Vet.-concerns tuition-free, co. of resid  REF AHI
A2497 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Higher ed students-NJT offer disc passes  REF ATR
A2498 Lampitt,P Higher ed. inst.-post budget on website  REF AHI
A2499 Lampitt,P Anti-bullying pilot prog.-estab.  REF AED
A2500 Lampitt,P Higher ed.-cert. parental notification  REF AHI
A2501 Lampitt,P Pub. sch. students-concerns cert. info.  REF AED
A2502 Lampitt,P/Mukherji,R Teacher certifications-concerns  REF AED
A2503 Vainieri Huttle,V Stephen Komninos’ Law-debal. disab. prot  REF AHU
A2504 Vainieri Huttle,V Innovative Svc Persons w/Devel Disab Act  REF AHU
A2505 Vainieri Huttle,V Child porn found on computer-report  REF AJU
A2506 Vainieri Huttle,V MV surcharge-rev to Special Need Housing  REF AHO
A2507 Vainieri Huttle,V Medicaid elig. inmates-identify  REF AHU
A2508 Vainieri Huttle,V Pub. questions, cert. mun-revise statute  REF ASL
A2509 Vainieri Huttle,V Sex change-revise birth cert. procedure  REF AHI
A2510 Eustace,T Animal parts/products-proh. transp.  REF AEN
A2511 Eustace,T Life insur.-concerns  REF AFI
A2512 DeAngelo,W/Pintor Marin,E+1 BPU-concerning cert. decisions  REF ATU
A2513 DeAngelo,W Mil. and Defense Econ. Ombuds. Act  REF AMV
A2514 DeAngelo,W Mil. installations.-shared svc., permit  REF AMV
A2515 DeAngelo,W Mil. Skills Council-estab.  REF AMV
A2516 DeAngelo,W Mil. installations-prov. bus. tax cred.  REF ACE
A2517 DeAngelo,W Workforce dev grant-emp preference  REF AMV
A2518 DeAngelo,W Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian  REF AMV
A2519 DeAngelo,W Amber, Silver Alert-thru social media  REF ALP
A2520 DeAngelo,W Co. coll. attendance-estab. tax credit  REF AHI
A2521 DeAngelo,W Constr. contracts-concerns prompt pymt.  REF ALA
A2522 DeAngelo,W/Benson,D Special ed. svcvs.-concerns elig.  REF AED
A2523 DeAngelo,W Electrical contractor's lic-concerns  REF ARP
A2524 DeAngelo,W Probationary lic. holder-pasengers  REF ATR
A2525 DeAngelo,W St police veh, surplus-offer to fire org  REF AHS
A2526 DeAngelo,W Sample ballot-request by electronic mail  REF AJU
A2527 DeAngelo,W Parole off-limit sex offender caseload  REF ALP
A2528 DeAngelo,W Garbage removal svcvs.-revised sales tax  REF AEN
A2529 DeAngelo,W Pub. sch bldg-req light bulb replacement  REF AEN
A2530 DeAngelo,W Deferred comp. plans-produce materials  REF ABU
A2531 DeAngelo,W Vets.-waives parking meter fees  REF AMV
A2532 DeAngelo,W NJT fare incr.-Rate Counsel evaluate  REF ATR
A2533 DeAngelo,W 9-1-1-estab. cert. req.  REF AHS
A2534 DeAngelo,W Emp. reporting req., cert.-concerns  REF ALA
A2535 DeAngelo,W Vol. first aid, rescue-revise definition  REF ALO
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2536 DeAngelo,W Ul benf.-Treasury Dept collect over pymt REF AEA
A2537 DeAngelo,W Vol. first aid squad-warning lights use REF ALC
A2538 DeAngelo,W Behind-the-wheel instr-parent be present REF ATR
A2539 DeAngelo,W Pub. works contractors-apprenticeship REF AEA
A2540 DeAngelo,W Health care svc. prov.-limits cert. fees REF ACO
A2541 DeAngelo,W Unfair labor practice claim-jurisdiction REF AEA
A2542 DeAngelo,W Cell phone warranties-last thru contract REF ACO
A2543 DeAngelo,W Housing proj-extend prevailing wage req. REF AEA
A2544 DeAngelo,W Sex offenders-bars jobs w/child contact REF AEU
A2545 DeAngelo,W Constr. lien claims-concerns REF AEA
A2546 Singleton,T/Webber,J Econ. devel. subsides, cert.-concerning REF AEC
A2547 Singleton,T/Conaway,H Energy efficiency-small bus qual, loans REF AEC
A2548 Munoz,N Hosp. emerg staff-maintain passive audio REF AHE
A2549 Munoz,N Med. malpractice liab insur-proh raising REF AFI
A2550 Munoz,N Asst living resid-equip emerg generators REF AHS
A2551 Munoz,N Med malpractice-exemp home, attachment REF AFI
A2552 Munoz,N Svc repairman-proh charging, travel time REF ACO
A2553 Munoz,N Parking tickets-concerns lic. suspension REF ALC
A2554 Munoz,N MV, used-seller req. to submit form REF ACO
A2555 Munoz,N MV recalls-repairs made prior to sale REF ACO
A2556 Munoz,N MV surcharge-impose, fd. police veh. REF ALC
A2557 Munoz,N Home improvement contract-concerns REF ACO
A2558 Munoz,N Human trafficking 24-hr. hotline;$75K REF AEU
A2559 Munoz,N MV accident reports-restricts access REF AEU
A2560 Munoz,N Vet, housing finan.-create grant prog. REF AMV
A2561 Munoz,N Newborn infant-screen, genetic mutations REF AHE
A2562 Johnson,G/Wimberly,B Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act REF AEC
A2563 Jasey,M/Singleton,T St. tuition aid grant recipient-concerns REF AHI
A2564 Pinko,N/Singleton,T College degree completion-concerns REF AHI
A2565 Benson,D/DeAngelo,W+1 NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig. REF AHI
A2566 Diegnan,P Response to Intervention framework REF AED
A2567 Diegnan,P Student participation, cert. assess-post REF AED
A2568 Vainieri Huttle,V Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig. REF AHE
ACR120 Vainieri Huttle,V Hudson Riv. rail tunnel-Gov secure fdng REF ATR
ACR121 Vainieri Huttle,V Incontinence products-cover by Medicare REF AHE
ACR122 Vainieri Huttle,V Communication Decency Act, 1996-amend. REF AEU
ACR123 Benson,D/DeAngelo,W+1 Judges-incr. mand. retir. age. REF AEU
ACR124 McCuigkin,G Hurricane Sandy victims-claim losses REF ABE
ACR125 McKeon,J Water consumption-concerns fee revenue REF AAN
ACR126 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Env viol-dedicates fines to env purposes REF AEN
ACR127 McKeon,J Env contamination settlement-env purpose REF AEN
ACR128 Wimberly,B Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity REF AEA
ACR129 Phoebus,G Housing rights of St. resid.-clarify REF AHO
ACR130 Vainieri Huttle,V Suppl. Nutrition Assist Prog-time limits REF AHE
AJR54 Benson,D World Autism Awareness Day-desig April 2 REF AWC
AJR55 Eustace,T Milkweed for Monarchs Month-desig May REF AEN
AJR56 Lampitt,P Sch. Absentee Awareness Mo.-desig. Sept. REF AED
AR69 Vainieri Huttle,V Finan. literacy-undergrad. req. course REF AHI
AR70 Vainieri Huttle,V New bus terminal-plan urges-PANYNJ REF ATR
AR71 Vainieri Huttle,V Presch Devel Grant Prog-Cong not cut fds REF AED
AR72 Vainieri Huttle,V Crude oil-proh trans thru populated area REF ATR
AR73 Benson,D/DeAngelo,W Retirement benf. prot.-Cong. enact leg. REF AFI
AR74 Vainieri Huttle,V PANYNJ-restore fares to 2011 tolls REF ATR
AR75 Vainieri Huttle,V PANYNJ-resid., discount toll plan REF ATR
AR76 McCuigkin,G Oil, natural gas drilling-oppose plan REF AEN
AR77 McKeon,J Voting discrimination-devel. new formula REF AEU
AR78 McKeon,J Aerial unmanned veh-expand restrictions REF AHS
AR79 Phoebus,G Fed. trade policy-Presid. reform REF AEA
AR80 Lampitt,P Student w/dependants-priority enrollment REF AHI
AR81 Lampitt,P USDA MyPlate prog.-urges sch. dist. use REF AED
AR82 DeAngelo,W Community Broadband Act REF AED
AR83 DeAngelo,W Loc. bus. and org.-NJ resid. support REF AEC

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A210 DeAngelo,W/Gusciora,R+1 Solar panels-concerns installation REP
A436 Eustace,T Natural gas pipelines-repair or replace REP
A671 Munoz,N Bd. of Nursing-adds two nurse educators REP
A756 Moriarty,P/Coughlin,C Pymt. assurance devices-regulates REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A783 Aca (1R)  Andrzejczak,B/Johnson,G+10  Music Therapist Lic. Act  REP/ACA
A1414 Johnson,G/Giblin,T+4  Marriage, family therapist-estab. lic.  REP
A1515 McKeon,J  Consumer contract disputes-limits forum  REP
A1636 Schae,G/Greenwald,L+1  Auto. Insur. Risk Exchange-concerns appt  REP
A1672 Aca (1R)  Schae,G/DeAngelo,W  Neighborhood Solar Energy Prog.-estab.  REP/ACA
A1695 Dancer,R/Benson,D  Interior light on-req, stopped by police  REP
A1933 Coughlin,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+2  Disab. persons-accessing prov.  REP
A1945 Aca (1R)  Coughlin,C/Sumter+S+1  AG website-concerns cert. posted info.  REP/ACA
A2150 Diegnan,P/Moriarty,P  Arbitration org-estab cert consumer prot  REP
A2512 DeAngelo,W/Pintor Marin,E+1  BPU-concerning cert. decisions  REP
A2546 Singleton,T/Webber,J  Econ. devel. subsidies, cert.-concerning  REP
A2563 Jasey,M/Singleton,T  St. tuition aid grant recipient-concerns  REP
A2564 Pinkin,N/Singleton,T  College degree completion-concerns  REP
A2565 Aca (1R)  Benson,D/DeAngelo,W+1  NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.  REP/ACA
AJR46 Schaer,G/Eustace,T  Biotechnology Task Force-creates  REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A1108 Oliver,S/Coughlin,C+2  Devel subsidy grant-uphold term or repay  REP REF AAP
A1424 Johnson,G/Wimberly,B+1  Witness-VCCO relocation expense  REP REF AAP
A1648 Schae,G/Mukherji,R+1  Crim. firearms recovery clearing house  REP REF AAP
A1661 Schae,G/Danielsen,J  Med. parole for inmates-expands elig.  REP REF AAP
A1663 Aca (1R)  Schae,G/Prieto,V+6  Police, co./mun. training course  REP/ACA REF AAP
A1899 Aca (1R)  Wisniewski,J/Coughlin,C+3  Wind energy fac. devel.-tax credit  REP/ACA REF AAP
A1958 Pintor Marin,E/DeAngelo,W  Energy-efficient lighting fixture-St use  REP REF AAP
A2443 Aca (1R)  Eustace,T  Firearm possession-concerns  REP/ACA REF AAP
A2547 Singleton,T/Conaway,H  Energy efficiency-small bus qual, loans  REP REF AAP
A2562 Johnson,G/Wimberly,B  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act  REP REF AAP

Bills Transferred:

A156 Tucker,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Upskirting-expand crime of priv invasion  FROM ALP TO AJU

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A800 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B  Handgun permit-revise qualif.  FROM ALP
A1983 Prieto,V/Jimenez,A+1  Rutgers University-elim. bd, of trustees  FROM AHI

Co-Sponsors Added:

A224 (Ciattarelli,J)  Pool and spa svc. contractors-concerns
A412 (Giblin,T)  St. and Co. coll.-concerns tenure
A766 (Land,R)  Natl Guard memb-suspend mortgage pymt.
A780 (Land,R)  Preserve NJ Act
A1414 (Moriarty,P)  Marriage, family therapist-estab. lic.
A1477 (Zwicker,A)  NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions
A1479 (Zwicker,A)  Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A1482 (Zwicker,A)  Plastic Container Recycling Enhancement
A1484 (Zwicker,A)  Auto. rain sensor devices-req.
A1485 (Zwicker,A)  Green Building Tax Credit Act
A1488 (Zwicker,A)  Renewable Energy Dist. Finan. Act
A1493 (Zwicker,A)  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent
A1503 (Zwicker,A)  Child prot. cases-clarify closing proc.
A1663 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  Police, co./mun.-estab. training course
A1962 (Muoio,E)  Sch. dist. personnel-concerns
A2228 (Quijano,A)  Sr. cit, disab-incl in NJT discount prog
A2308 (DeAngelo,W)  Higher ed. instit.-Auditor finan. report
A2590 (DeAngelo,W)  HS student-estab community svc cred prog
A2313 (DeAngelo,W)  Eating disorders-St. health insur. cover
A2317 (DeAngelo,W)  Become A Nurse-estab. lic. plates
A2318 (DeAngelo,W)  Disab. person's resid.-concerns parking
A2335 (DeAngelo,W)  Mental Health Court Pilot Prog.-estab.
A2339 (DeAngelo,W)  Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred
A2341 (DeAngelo,W)  Sex offenders-registration req.
A2344 (DeAngelo,W)  Megan's law-notify community
A2346 (DeAngelo,W)  Homestead prop tax repay.-contest notice
A2350 (DeAngelo,W)  Devel disab-electronic health record sys
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2360 (DeAngelo,W) RR bridge inspection records-concerns
A2374 (Zwicker,A) St wide gun buyback program-estab.
A2375 (Zwicker,A) Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises
A2396 (Zwicker,A) Plastic grocery bags-decrease use
A2397 (DeAngelo,W) Corp bus tax credits-purch fuel cell veh
A2412 (DeAngelo,W) Solar arrays-install, preserv open space
A2401 (DeAngelo,W) Energy efficiency prog.-expands
A2403 (Zwicker,A) Pub-priv program-estab level 3 station
A2407 (DeAngelo,W) Renewable Energy, Veh. Task Force
A2399 (DeAngelo,W) Corp bus tax credits-purch fuel cell veh
A2412 (DeAngelo,W) Solar arrays-install, preserv open space
A2512 (Wimberly,B) BPU-concerning cert. decisions
A2565 (Pinkin,N) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A547 (Muioio,E) Isolated Confinement Restriction Act
A936 (McGuckin,G) Peggy's Law-suspected elderly abuse

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A168 (Benson,D) Solar, wind energy installations-study
A763 (Land,R) St. Dredging Task Force-creates
A765 (Land,R) Animal cruelty-revise provisions
A770 (Land,R) St. memor. maintenance-voluntary contrib
A777 (Land,R) Handicapped parking-post stress disorder
A773 (Land,R) Wildlife control-non-lethal methods
A784 (Land,R) Multi-species depredation permit-estab.
A788 (Land,R) Motor fuel-concerns sale and distrib.
A789 (Land,R) Landscape operator-cert purch, tax exemp
A791 (Land,R) Haskin Shellfish Research Lab.;$1M
A792 (Land,R) Craft distilleries-concerns
A793 (Land,R) Aquaculture proj.-application process
A794 (Land,R) Aquaculture proj.-application process
A795 (Land,R) Jersey Fresh prog.;$1.6M
A889 (Spencer,L) Work First NJ-remove cert. restrictions
A936 (McGuckin,G) Peggy's Law-suspected elderly abuse
A939 (McGuckin,G) Lobsters-changes law reg. size limits
A1054 (Munoz,N) Loc. Unit Audit Teams-create prog.
A1117 (Lampitt,P) Schedules That Work Act
A1424 (Wimberly,B) Witness-VCCO relocation expense
A1450 (Benson,D) Higher ed.-prov. mental health care prog
A1550 (Jasey,M) Bingo, by. ed. org.-concerns operation
A2037 (Mukherji,R) TDI bend.-concerns cert. pymnts.
A2185 (Munoz,N) Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand.
A2187 (Benson,D) Green infrastructure finan. prog.-estab.
A2190 (Conaway,H) Career, tech ed cert pilot prog-concerns
A2193 (Conaway,H) Manufacturing sector-student gain emp.
A2223 (Johnson,G) Main Street Economic Growth Act
A2226 (Ciattarelli,J) Manufacturing reinvestment acct. prog.
A2227 (DeAngelo,W) Library Aid. incr.;$3M
A2228 (Lagana,J) Sr. cit. disab-incl in NJT discount prog
A2237 (Lagana,J) MVC database-mark deceased individuals
A2422 (Land,R) St. lottery-fd. conserv. prog.
ACR49 (Land,R) St. lottery-fd. conserv. prog.
ACR50 (Land,R) St. dedicated revenue-proh. diversion
ACR1119 (Quijano,A) Reproductive health care-commem.
AJR51 (Quijano,A) Food Pantry Donation Mo.-design. November
AJR52 (Quijano,A) Small Bus. Mo.-design. May of each year
AR33 (Land,R) NJ-products-St./loc. govt entities purch
AR34 (Land,R) Shorebird/oyster industry-econ viability
AR68 (Quijano,A) Biodiesel fuel-Cong. enact tax credit

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

AJR23 (Mazzeo,V) Shuck, Sip, and Slurp Weekend-October
Third Prime Sponsors Added:

- A210 (Benson, D) Solar panels-concerns installation
- A548 (Wisniewski, J) White Collar Crim Offender Registry Act
- A590 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Sr. cit. distrb. notice, prev. of fraud
- A614 (Zwicker, A) STEM Entrepreneur Fellowship Prog-estab.
- A768 (Land, R) Natl. Guard memb, former-tuition asst.
- A769 (Land, R) Phillip Alampi Insect Rearing Lab;3.5M
- A774 (Land, R) Pregnant women-use cds, 4th degree crime
- A781 (Land, R) Child Placement Bill of Rights-updates
- A832 (Benson, D) Animal Cruelty Offender Registry-estab.
- A873 (Webber, J) Drones equip w/weapon-4th degree crime
- A985 (Benson, D) Vet. affordable housing-concerns
- A1424 (Sumter, S) Witness-VCCO relocation expense
- A1695 (Pinkin, N) Interior light on-stopped by police
- A1964 (Quijano, A) Legionaire’s Disease-control outbreaks
- A2187 (DeAngelo, W) Green infrastructure finan. prog.-estab.
- A2190 (DeAngelo, W) Career, tech ed cert pilot prog-concerns
- A2226 (DeAngelo, W) Manufacturing sector-student gain emp.
- A2327 (Gusciora, R) Health benf., tiered-place moratorium
- A2329 (Gusciora, R) Health insur. carriers-comply w/req.
- A2469 (Jasey, M) Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess
- A2547 (Mukherji, R) Energy efficiency-small bus qual, loans
- A2562 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
- A2565 (Johnson, G) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.
- A2566 (Mosguera, G) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.
- A2568 (Benson, D) Enclosed foothold traps-not leg. intent
- A2573 (Land, R) Shuck, Sip, and Slurp Weekend-October

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

- A148 (Mukherji, R) Selective Svc.-part of driv. lic process
- A508 (Munoz, N) Day care ctr. support-corp. tax cred.
- A548 (DeAngelo, W) White Collar Crim Offender Registry Act
- A775 (Land, R) Agric-related events on farmland-permits
- A777 (Land, R) Pub. meetings-display flag/recite pledge
- A790 (Land, R) Vet. coordinators-concerns
- A846 (Mukherji, R) Drug allergies-allow driv. lic. notation
- A891 (Benson, D) Cyberbullying-restrict internet access
- A966 (Munoz, N) Lyme disease-req. health insur. coverage
- A1251 (Benson, D) Govt. Energy Reliability, Savings Act
- A1695 (Rible, D) Interior light on-req. stopped by police
- A2193 (Quijano, A) Manufacturing sector-student gain emp.
- A2230 (Gusciora, R) Health benf. plans-estab. tiered network
- A2469 (Jasey, M) Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess
- A2565 (Johnson, G) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

- A374 (Mukherji, R) Duplicate driv. lic, id cards-concerns
- A547 (Munoz, E) Isolated Confinement Restriction Act
- A769 (Land, R) Small bus start-ups-income tax cred.
- A782 (Land, R) Vet. homeless shelters-estab grant prog
- A783 (Aca (1R) (Land, R) Music Therapist Lic. Act
- A867 (Benson, D) Whistleblower-extends protection
- A2565 (Mosguera, G) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig.
- AJR22 (Land, R) Wine Wk.-desig last full wk of September
Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A776   (Land,R)    Vet. Court Pilot Prog, several co.-estab
A780   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Preserve NJ Act

Eighteenth Prime Sponsors Added:

ACR1   (Dancer,R)    Casino operations;certain co.-auth Leg

The Assembly adjourned at 5:59 P.M. to meet again on Monday, February 8, 2016 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (01/27/2016):

None